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  Dear user, firstly,thank you for using our massage chair.In order to 
offer better services,we write this instruction manual,Please read 
details in this pamphlet carefully and pay special attention to the
important Safety instruction to ensure  use it properly. Please properly
keep this brochure for your consultation.

  All information presented is as accurate as possible but subject to 
change withour notice,please check with the product, our company 
reservist the right to final explantion.
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Product Name: Massage Chair
Rated Voltage: 220V-240V~
Rated frequency：50/60Hz
Rated Power: 60W
Working Time: 20Minutes
Execution Standard: GB4706.10-2008
Security Standard: Class I

1. Unabl

e 

operat : please check the machine insert the plug    
The power switch is open? Power fuse damaged?

2. Massage suddenly stopped maybe this time has  come regularl
    or accidentally pressed the on/off  key  on  the  control panel
3. When machine running have motor noise, belongs to the 
    normal operation of the sound.
4. When the machine run to stop, it means one program time have 
     finished, please press the control panel key to operate.

         During massaging, press the on-off key, all the massage 
function to be closed immediately, and massage chair reset 
automatically,Massage timing reached time preset, all the massage 
function also will be closed immediately, but the backrest of the 
chair and leg lifter and seat do not automatic reset but keep in the
original shape  and state.
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Shut off the power and stop massage

Product Specification

Convention all problem processing
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1. This product can only be repa ired by the service center which is 
    manufacturer designated, users must not disassemble and repair.
2. Please turn off the power switch after usage.
3. Rolling up the appliance power cord if not in use for a long time, 
    and  storage in a dry and clean environment.
4. Do not store in high temperature or near the fire, do not under 
    direct sunlight for a long time.
5. Please use dry cloth to do the cleaning, do not use thinner, benzene 
    or alcohol on equipment,
6. Please use it intermittently, should not let this product work 
    long-term and keep continuous operation.

1. Massage chair do not work after plugged in, checking the power 
    plug whether inserted and energized or not
2. A click sound during operation, belong to the normal sound of
    working operation; 

3. The instrument stops operation, please press key to operate again 
    after the work time Method of use
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Safety and Maintenance Matters

Product Maintenance

Common Phenomenon Processing

1.Do not use this machine with tandard voltage.
2. Make sure to use the plug with matching socket.
3. Please use this product according to the operating manual
4. Please do not use this product outdoor.
5. This appliance is not intend to provide to person with body 
    disabilities, senses and nerve defect or lack of common sense 
    and life experience to (including children) use. Unless they get
    those, Who is responsible for the safety of their personnel on 
    how to use the appliance under super vision and guidance?
6. Children must be supervised to ensure that they do not get to play 
    instrument
7. If the power cord were damaged, in order to avoid danger, must be 
    changed by professional personnel of the manufacturer from the 
    maintenance department of the similar functional departments.

8. This equipment with hot surface, the person who is not sensitive to 
     heat must pay attention to use.

1. Please do not use it in a highly humid environment such as to use 
    the products in the bathroom

2. Do not use this product in the environment of sharply changing 
    temperature.
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Safety and Maintenance Instruction

Warning!

Operational Environment
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1. Press down the back of massage chair
to approximately angle 45° degree.
2. This will make it to easily be moved to
another location.

50CM

80CM

Safety and Maintenance Instruction

3. Finding a location for the chair

4. Moving the massage chair

* Do not move massage chair when it is 
   occupied or in use.
* Moving the massage chair may cause
   damage to floors. Floor protection is 
   recommended.
* Do not drop or suddenly let go of the 
   chair while moving it.
* At least two people to move the chair is
   recommended. The first person 
   should lift up the legrest, while the
   second person holds the backrest.

CAUTION:

Distribution diagram of  control panel
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1. Open key: turn on/off the massage chair. When it is turned on, it will 
enter the automatic mode by default.

2. Mode key: automatic mode switching key, press this key to switch 
between four automatic modes.

3. Neck : Manually open/close, neck massage function.

4. Back : manually open/close, back massage function.

5. Fixed point key: manual open/close, fixed-point massage function.

6. Neck lift button: In manual mode, press and hold the "Neck/Up" 
massage part to move upward, release the button to fix the massage at 
the current position. In manual mode, press and hold the "Neck/Down" 
massage part to move upward, release the button to fix the massage at 
the current position.

7. Massage intensity key: In manual mode, there are three levels of body 
massage intensity that can be adjusted by strengthening or reducing the 
massage.

8. Upper back/lower back button: Press the button "Upper Back " to 
knead and beat the upper back part of the kneading hammer movement. 
Press the button "lower back button" to knead and beat the waist.

9. Zero gravity key: The massage chair will automatically adjust to zero 
gravity when it is turned on. The posture of the massage chair is restored 
to the initial state when it is turned off. Zero gravity adjustment Press and 
hold the "        " button to lower the backrest; press the "        " button to 
raise the backrest.

10. Heating button: manual on/off, waist heating function.

11. Foot roller button: Manually turn on/off, foot roller massage function.

12. Airbag strength key: Manually adjust the airbag strength, three-level 
strength adjustment, and cycle operation in turn

13. Local airbag button: Manually adjust the local airbag massage, such as 
shoulders, arms, legs, and feet.



Distribution diagram of  control panel
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1. Osteoporosis Patients.
2. With heart problems,and those who wear electronic medical
    devices such as pacemakers.
3. Pregnant or menstruating women.

4. Physical trauma or body surface injured sufferers.

5. Heat allergy preson.

6. As the doctor ordered need to rest or those who feel unwell.

1.Please check the voltage meets the specifications of the products.
2. Do not use wet hands to remove the power plug.
3. Never use a damp cloth to clean this machine   s power switch,
    plugs,etc.the charged parts.

4. If you feel that this appliance is abnormal in the process of using,
     please stop using it immed iately and contact your dealer for advice.

Safety and Maintennace Matters

The pepople unfit use

Security matters
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Names of parts and Functions

Efficacy

Functions

Functions and Efficacy

Neck massage
Neck airbag 
massage

Arm airbag 
massage

Seat airbag 
massageLeg airbag 

massage

Back massage

Moving 
wheel

Foot roller
massage


